
Issuance of MINX token by Innovaminex OÜ.

IMPORTANT: This document is a literal translation of its Spanish version and
is for information purposes only. In case of any discrepancy between this
version and the Spanish version, the Spanish version shall prevail.

The products described in this document may be of very high risk, even
loss of all that is contributed. The tokens that can be acquired will not be
guarded by entities legally authorized to provide investment services and
the registration technology (blockchain) is new and can carry significant
risks. The issuer Innovaminex OÜ is solely responsible for the content of this
tokenomics about the MINX token. This has not been reviewed or approved
by any competent authority of any Member State of the European Union.

General Information about Issuer

Issuer name Innovaminex OÜ

Address Harju maakond, Tallinn Lasnamäe linnaosa,
Peterburi tee 53-101, 11415 Estonia

CIF (Tax Number) 14604760

Warning

MINX, the subject of the distribution described in this document, may:

A. lose its value in whole or in part
B. not always be tradable in organized markets
C. not be liquid
D. not be exchangeable for the goods or services described in this

document, especially in cases of failure or interruption of the project
that carries out the issue.

https://innovaminex.com/docs/tokenomics-es.pdf


Mission
Our goal is to make gold and other precious metals more affordable. This
objective is achieved through our digital asset, called MINX. The MINX
token is the key piece of our project, highlighting the following utilities:

■ MINX fuels our traceability system, unique in the mining sector in our
two active mining projects.

■ MINX provides its holders with discounts to buy precious metals in
our e-commerce.

Tokenomics

Token data Tokens emitidos

Symbol MINX Inital supply* 300.000.000 MINX

Role Utility Total supply** 220.830.000 MINX

Type ERC20 Circulating supply 36.100.000 MINX

Network Ethereum Locked supply*** 184.730.000 MINX

Inital
Sale 2018/11/26 Burnt supply**** 79.170.000 MINX

Smart Contract: 0xae353daeed8dcc7a9a12027f7e070c0a50b7b6a4

*The source code of the smart contract prevents new tokens from being
minted after the initial deployment .

**total supply = initial supply - burnt supply.

***The blocked amount could be partially released or burned based on
market conditions assessed monthly.

****It is possible to burn existing tokens, as a deflation mechanism.
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https://etherscan.io/token/0xae353daeed8dcc7a9a12027f7e070c0a50b7b6a4


MINX distribution
The initial sale began on November 26, 2018 and the distribution of the
MINX was from March 9, 2019.

Tokens initially distributed (36.100.000 MINX)

Sold 34.555.743 MINX
95,72%

Team & partner 296.000 MINX
0,82%

Bounty 182.791 MINX
0,50%

Affiliates 1.000.532 MINX
2,77%

Airdrop 64.934 MINX
0,18%

MINX limited issuance

Each year following the initial distribution, for the following 10 years, there
may be monthly releases and/or annual burns of part of the locked tokens.

In the event of releases, the distribution would be as follows:

70% Sale: The sale of MINX in these releases (up to $1 per MINX), will go to
our social projects (30%) and our MINX Club (70%), for the benefit of all
users with MINX in their wallets.

20% InnovaMinex project: Distributed among the different departments
of InnovaMinex and its partners.

10% Development & Marketing: For the current team developing the
project, advisors and marketing actions.
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